ORSETT, ESSEX
Aerial view of the cropmark complex from the E.
A. General view of Area C from the W., during excavation

B. Contents of a textile bag or bundle from grave CF 9, comprising: iron châtelaine and ring fragments; copper-alloy ring-shaped collar and curved strip; shale or lignite bead

ORSETT, ESSEX

*Phh.* A. J. P. J. Cuttin; B. Essex County Council

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XXIX (1985)

HEDGES AND BUCKLEY, ORSETT
LONDON POTTERY
Three jugs from an early 13th-century pit group from St Swithin's Lane, London. From left to right: Rouen ware jug, North French Monochrome jug (height 245 mm) and London-type Rouen-copy jug.

MEDIEVAL ARCHAEOLOGY, XXIX (1985)
A. Complete mid to late 13th-century Rhenish proto-stoneware jug (height 214 mm) from a rubbish pit at Miles Lane, London (see Fig. 22, 1)

B. Valencian Lustreware from an early to mid 15th-century assemblage from Trig Lane, London (see Fig. 33, 3 and 4)
I have made this new sketch in order to direct the Museum attention to the contents of one grave.

Another position

Two guards with harnessed

KILMAINHAM-ISLANDBRIDGE CEMETERY
1847 sketch by J. H. Underwood of Viking grave-group. For captions, see text
From letter in National Museum of Denmark, reproduced with permission
COW TOWER, NORWICH
The late 14th-century tower in 1954 before restoration, from the S.

Ph.: H.B.M.C.
A. Interior at first-floor level in 1954, from the W.

B. Interior at ground level in 1954, from the E.
A. STOW, LINCS., Saxon sundial

Ph.: Sebastian Falkiner

B. PEWTER FLATWARE. Stamps, c. 1300 from Southampton (left) and Weoley Castle (right)

Ph.: R. Bromsgrove
A. FENNINGS WHARF, SOUTHWARK, GREATER LONDON
View to S. from modern river wall showing angled upstream face of medieval London Bridge protected by external 'starling' of elm piles

Ph.: Museum of London

B. LAUGHTON PLACE, EAST SUSSEX
Timber bridge foundations. Scale 2 m

Ph.: D. Redding
A. COMPTON APPLEDOWN, WEST SUSSEX. Copper-alloy buckle frame and plate, gilded and set with garnets, from grave 69 in the early 6th-century Anglo-Saxon cemetery. Frame 35 × 26.5 mm, plate 26 × 22 mm

Ph.: A. Dunn, Chichester Excavations Committee

B. LISLEAGH I, CO. CORK. Round house I within ringfort

Ph.: M. A. Monk